
Win� & Drink� Lis�



Sparklin� Win�
FLAMA D’OR ORGANIC CAVA - Catalonia, Spain

Drinks like a much more expensive cava, with a vivacious mouth feel and

persistent fruity finish of apple, peer and citrus.

125ml: £6.50 Bottle: £32

WISTON BLANC DE BLANCS - West Sussex, England

Delightfully fresh with vibrant acidity, there are crisp green apples and

delicate notes of kumquat before flinty minerality. The wine finishes

soft, crisp and clean making it perfect for freshly shucked oysters.

Bottle: £85

Champagn�
JOSEPH PERRIER ‘LA COTE A BRAS’ VINTAGE - Champagne, France

Taken from a single vineyard (next to those that supply fruit for Dom

Perignon and Cristal) this is a richer style due to the fact only Pinot Noir

grapes are used. It is also zero dosage (no added sugar) allowing the

quality of the fruit to shine through.

Bottle: £150

JOSEPH PERRIER ‘CUVEE ROYALE’ BRUT - Champagne, France

A remarkable and noble Champagne house still under family ownership,

Fresh fruity aromas such as pear and red apple lead to richer fresh

bread notes and a touch of biscuit. The wine is aged for a minimum of 3

years in their cellars giving complexity and sophistication.

125ml: £16.50 Bottle: £90
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R��Win�
BARDOLINO CHIARETTO CLASSICO, CA’ PREELLA - Bardolino,

Italy

A distinct perfume with hints of wild berries and fresh violet, A dry and

delicate fruity flavour with an engaging aftertaste of cherry.

175ml: £7.10 Bottle: £25.50

CLÂR DE LUNE ROSATO - Friuli, Italy

Fresh scents of small red fruits and mineral notes with spicy hints. The

taste is velvety yet enchantingly delicate and dynamic.

Bottle: £42

Whit� Win�
CHARDONNAY, DEER POINT - Thracian Valley, Bulgaria

Superb wine that really over-delivers. Clean and fresh, there is a soft

rounded feel.

175ml: £6.50 Bottle: £27

CHABLIS, DOMAINE VRIGNAUD - Burgundy, France

Bright citrus, fresh green apple and a touch of minerality. Proper

old-school style Chablis. This Domaine focuses on sustainable, organic

farming practices.

Bottle: £50
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SAUVIGNON BLANC, SALMON RUN - Robertson, South Africa

Beautiful aroma, Has flavours of fresh lime and ripe apple balanced by

subtle herbaceous and mineral notes.

175ml: £7.30 Bottle: £27

SAUVIGNON BLANC, Rewild - Aconcagua, Chile

The wine is ripe, tropical and fresh with a fruity, mouth-watering finish.

The Rewild charity plants a tree for every bottle sold of this wine: a good

reason to order another.

Bottle: £35

PINOT GRIGIO ‘PIETRA DI’, PIERA 1899 - Venezie Italy

An elegant Pinot Grigio with subtle fruits of apple and pear. A light

refreshing body and crisp finish make this wine very enjoyable.

175ml: £7.30 Bottle: £27

PINOT GRIS, HUGEL - Alsace, France

A wine of remarkable character with aromatic-flavours. Hints of rich

fruits and apples lead to a lush aftertaste.

Bottle: £49

SANCERRE BLANC, DOMAINE BERTHIER - Loire, France

A focussed wine with a long finish. Made from vineyards with half flint

and half clay soil this will make you oohh & aahh.

Bottle: £58
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Re�Win�
MERLOT SYRAH ‘LES TERRASSESS’, VIGNERONS ARDÉCHOIS -

Ardèche, France

A cracking wine full of southern French charm. An easy-drinking charmer.

175ml: £5.85 Bottle:£27

CHÂTEAU LESTAGE SIMON - Haut-Médoc, France

An impressive wine with great concentration and a signature Claret style.

Dark, brooding, dense yet fresh

Bottle: £45

HEILAN COO, SHIRAZ MATARO - Victoria, Australia

Celebrating the iconic Highland cow. A well-bred wine designed to

accompany Scotch Beef.

175ml: £7.40 Bottle: £30

SHIRAZ ‘WOODCUTTERS’, TORBRECK - Barossa, Australia

The name ‘Woodcutter’s’ stems from the Scottish Highlands. This wine is

from 40yo vines. Making it rich and concentrated.

Bottle: £56

RIOJA, LEZA GARCIA - Calificada Spain

Using the best grapes, this wine remains in american and french oak

barrels for over 24 months. It is complex, rich and elegant to the nose

with a high aroma.

Bottle: £67
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RIOJA, VALDEPALACIOS - Rioja Alta, Spain

Ruby red colour, brilliant, clean and very lively

175ml: £7.10 Bottle: £30

MARANGES 1ER CRU LES CLOS ROUSSOTS, DOMAINE DU

BEAUREGARD - Burgundy, France

Deep ruby with a complex and concentrated palate, delicate tannins then

a beautiful aromatic finesse.

Bottle: £67

Desser� & Fortifie� Wine�
MANZANILLA, PAGO MIRAFLORES BAJA, DIATOMISTS - Sanlúcar

de Barrameda, Spain

Sea breeze salinity running through a yeasty, baked bread sherry. Fresh,

clean and citrusy.

50ml: £4.80

LATE HARVEST VIOGNIER SAUVIGNON BLANC, LFE HALF BTL -

Colchagua Valley, Chile

Beautifully golden in colour. The honeyed flavours from the noble rot add

great complexity to this wine. The palate is deliciously sweet with

well-balanced acidity

50ml: £4.00

SIX GRAPES PORT, GRAHAM’S - Douro, Portugal

Dark red colour, ripe and full with sweet fruit flavours. Graham's oldest

marquee which denoted the best barrels in Quinta. This is in fact a young

vintage Port

50ml: £3.70
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